Ref.

99-37/Fluorspar/2011

Date: 19.11.12

AK

INQUIRY
99-1

To whom it ever may concern.
Our company, acting as a buyer, being the major operator of raw materials and fuel
supplying to the metallurgical factories of the Eastern Europe for many years, has an intent
to purchase metallurgical fluorspar, grades
-75(FK-75),
-85(FK-85) in accordance to
GOST 29220-91, and FF-95A(
-95 ) in accordance to GOST 29219-91 as well.
Please refer to the specification as below:
Chemical standard of washed and screened fluorspar in dry substance equivalent
Grade, in
accordance to
GOST 29220-91
-75(FK-75)

Mass fraction of
calcium fluoride,
F2, %, not
less
75,0

-85(FK-85)

85,0

Mass fraction of impurities, %, no more
Silicon dioxide,
Total sulphur, S
Phosphor, P
SiO2

Size

20,0

0,30

0,3

50-100 mm

10,0

0,30

0,3

50-100 mm

Quantity:
Trial
65mt, Big Bags in containers
65mt, Big Bags in containers

-75(FK-75)
-85(FK-85)

Contract
2000 mt, Bulk in vessel
2000 mt, Bulk in vessel

Chemical standard of fluorspar powder in dry substance equivalent
Grade, in
Mass fraction of Mass fraction of impurities, %, no more
accordance to
calcium fluoride, Silicon dioxide,
Total sulphur, S
Calcium
GOST 29219-91
F2, %, not
SiO2
Corbonate,
less
CaCO3
95,0
2,0
0,2
1,5
-95 (FF-95A)

Size 100% max

0,1 mm

Moisture content fraction in the flotation concentrate should not exceed 1%.

Quantity:
-95 (FF-95A)

Trial

Contract

65mt, 50 kg waterproof bags in containers

600 mt, 50 kg waterproof bags in containers

Terms and conditions:
Manufacturer‘s Quality Certificate:

Should be presented

Delivery:
Payment:

FOB ASWP(Incoterms 2000)
Documentary, irrevocable and Confirmed Letter
of Credit L/C
SGS at the port of loading

Inspection:

Please consider the possibility to supply the commodities mentioned above and the possibility of
entering into long-term agreement as well. Your reply in form of FCO will be appreciated.

Our contacts:
Web: www.albuco.net
E-mail:

info@albuco.net

tel.: +38 099 2193462 (in russian) Mr Vladislav Solovey

E-mail:

info@albuco.net

tel.: +38 067 6081559 (in english and russian) Mr Anatoly Kuchkovsky

Thanks
With Regard
Vladislav Solovey
REGISTRATION ADDRESS:
582-586 KINGSBURY ROAD, BIRMINGHAM, B249ND, UK

